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PFEW, Now More than EVER!
The Pennsylvania Free Enterprise Week story
guest: scott.lee, PFEW

host: mark.burke, MYNDDSET

join the conversation

Thursday, April 9th , 1:00 pm (ET)
Attendees share their relatioships to PFEW
Attendee
Jeff yalden:
Kevin Connor:
David Sawtelle:
Holleran Thomas:
Dave Hall:
Jeremy Chobot:
Paul Vizza:
Jamie Sheets:
Julia Draper:
Warren Flanagan:
Taura Ivanko:

Chat Message
Speaker
Parent of an alumni and current CA
Company
CA for Week 3
CompanyAdvisor, Speaker, Judge, and in love with Michelle
PFEW grad, worked for program, 3 year Company Advisor and counting
Hi Everyone! Alumni, intern, former employee, Company Advisor
Alumni, RA, & now CA
2016 Grad, RA
intern and PFEW grad
Hi everyone! I am a proud PFEW alum, intern for the program for 5 years and I will be a CA this summer joining week 3 :)

John Jensen:
Abigail Zlockie:
Alexis Holsinger:
Ken Snyder:
Dave Murphy:
David Sawtelle:
Ken Snyder:

parent of graduate and 25 year advisor.
PFEW graduate, RA, and current Company Advisor
PFEW grad and intern
Company Advisor, Judge, Speaker, Area Ambassador for Schools Recruiting
22 years CA, Speaker, judge
Company Advisor and Area Ambassador
Oh, also Adjunct Staff Week 4 at Penn COllege

Attendees respond to the question "Why PFEW?"
John Jensen:
Henry Michel:
Jeff yalden:
Jeff yalden:
John Jensen:
Kevin Connor:
Julia Draper:
Scott Lee:
Jeff yalden:
Scott Lee:
Dave Murphy:
Jeff yalden:
Russell Brooks:
Julia Draper:

often times taking a serious step outside their comfort zone
...when the "light" goes on!
Kids gotta be self-motivated now more than ever. This new norm is going to be a defining moment and our kids will need to
WANT to grow.
PFEW gives them probably their first opportunity to be a part of a team and a business startup. They get to get involved which is
something they’ve probably never experienced before.
eliminating the fear of taking a risk for the first time
A line I "stole" from Ken Snyder- "the most interesting person you'll meet while at PFEW is the NEW you. Maybe you're capable of
more than you thought"
The other spectrum includes the students, like myself, who are a first generation college student. Pfew opened up options and
educated me on other areas to explore.
Love that, Kevin. Say it to the group!
Julia . . . Speak more on the mic. We need to hear from you.
brilliant, Draper. Peer to Peer learning is VERY powerful.
what a great way to end this. Thank you julia
Julia . . . Thank you. That was beautiful.
Thank you Julia
Thanks for encouraging me to do it.. I almost didn't
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